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**Paper copies of solutions may not be the most current solutions**  

Complaint or Symptom :  

 Front wheel bushings and/or spindles are worn.  

 Can bearings be installed in the front wheels versus the standard bushings? 

Problem or Situation :  

 Some spindle and bushing wear is considered normal. However, with proper lubrication 

the spindles will normally last the life of the tractor. Customers should not be concerned 

about minor wear in these components. 

 Spindles and bushings that appear to have failed prematurely or that have deep grooves 

cut into them did not get proper lubrication and maintenance by the customer. 

 Some tractors are used commercially, on large acreages, or in abrasive conditions which 

can cause accelerated spindle/bushing wear. 

 No publications state whether bearings can be installed in the front wheels as a field 

conversion if the customer desires them. 

Solution :  

1. Front wheel bushings and spindles are considered wear items and ARE NOT covered under 

warranty. Per the JD warranty statement: 

Items damaged by normal wear, lack of reasonable and proper maintenance, , and failure to 

follow operating instructions, misuse, or lack of proper protection during storage are NOT 

covered.  

2. Replace worn front axles, spindles, and bushings as necessary (depending on the design of the 

tractor being serviced) at the customer's expense. Instruct the customer on proper lubrication and 

maintenance required. Grease should be seen at both sides of the rim when lubricating the wheel 

assembly. If not, determine what is restricting the grease.  

3. John Deere Parts does offer a sealed wheel bearing that will fit this application and can be 

installed at the customers expense. Two AM127304 bearings can be installed in each wheel 

should the customer desire.  



Note: These wheel bearings can also be installed in the front wheels as a customer-paid field 

conversion “upgrade” should the customer desire.  

Directions to install these bearings can be found in SIB 01-11-25-21. The SIB covers installing 

the bearings in the older Sabre/Scotts units, but the directions also apply to our other models as 

well. 

Additional Information :  

Parts: Bearing, Sealed AM127304 Qty 4 (to do both front wheels) (Sub for AM118315) 

(SFG) (PEL) 

 

LA105, 1646HS, 1542GS, 17542HS, D140, 1546GS, S1642H, 1646HV, X165, D100, L118, 

LA155, X125, S1742G, 1742GS, L110, LA110, 14538GS, L111, X120, 145, 1438HS, L1742, 

LA150, 15542HS, 1542HS, 15538GS, L17542, 1646GS, 102, D130, 1742HS, 2046HV, 

14542GS, LA140, 1538HS, LA145, 1638HS, 14538HS, S2046H, LA100, L2048, 135, L120, 

X140, 1338GS, 15538HS, 190C, D120, LA175, X145, D170, D160, 1642GS, L130, 155C, 

1538GS, LA135, 1638GS, LA130, X155R, 125, D150, X130R, S2546H, L2548, 1642HS, D110, 

LA115, LA165, G110, LA125, 1642HV, L105, L107, X110, LA120, L108, 15542GS, 1438GS, 

115, L100 

 

BEARING, BUSHING, SCORED, SPINDLE, SIB, AXLE, WEAR, JDM SB, JDM MISC 

 

http://www.greenpartstore.com/assets/images/bulletins/2010/am127304.pdf

